Convenient model of hard tissue simulation for dental radiographic research and instruction
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BACKGROUND

The authors describe a technique for building an alternative jawbone phantom using dental gypsum and rice for research and dental radiology instruction.

AIM

To investigate the potential of an alternative phantom to simulate the trabecular bone aspect of the human maxilla in periapical radiographs.

METHODS

Half-maxillary phantoms built from gypsum-ground rice were exposed to X-rays, and the resulting images (experimental group) were compared to standardized radiographic images produced from dry human maxillary bone (control group) (n = 7). The images were blindly assessed according to strict criteria by three examiners for the usual trabecular aspects of the surrounding bone, and significant differences between groups and in assessment reliability were compared using Fisher's exact and kappa tests (α = 0.05).

RESULTS

The differences in the trabecular aspects between groups were not statistically significant. In addition, interobserver agreement among observers was 0.43 and 0.51 for the control and experimental groups, respectively, whereas intraobserver agreement was 0.71 and 0.73, respectively.

CONCLUSION

The tested phantom seemed to demonstrate potential for trabecular bone image...
simulation on maxillary periapical radiographs.
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Core Tip: The successful interpretation of radiographs is a complex process that relies on the clinician’s understanding of the radiographic image and ability to recognize the range of appearances of hard and soft tissues. To improve radiographic technique and image interpretation, the assimilation of normal appearances of hard tissues is fundamental in the research and teaching of dentomaxillofacial radiology. The authors describe a technique to build an alternative jawbone phantom using dental gypsum and rice for research and dental radiology instruction. The tested phantom seemed to have potential for trabecular bone image simulation on maxillary periapical radiographs.

INTRODUCTION

Dental radiographs provide crucial and objective information that is unseen during clinical examination but that aids dentists in performing diagnosis, therapeutic planning, and treatment. Thus, an accurate analysis of a radiographic image depends on the quality of acquisition, a visual inspection, and an interpretation of the findings[1]. However, the successful interpretation of radiographs is a complex process relying on a combination of technical factors, anatomical and pathological knowledge, and clinician experience and expertise to understand the images and correlate them with perceived signs and symptoms[2]. By recognizing the difference between normal and varied radiographic tissue conditions, clinicians can identify changes caused by diseases that affect the teeth and jaws.

The process of learning, building, and improving radiographic diagnostic skills is a structured and rigorous undertaking that requires extensive human training. This should involve practicing radiologic technical skills, expanding scientific knowledge about diseases, and exposure to clinical environments[3].

Anthropomorphic devices, such as manufactured head phantoms, are proper alternatives commonly used to simulate the radiographic characteristics of maxillofacial tissues and to enable extensive laboratory experimentation and practice. These simulators help to prevent unnecessary repetitions and patient X-ray overexposure in clinical settings[4], but they are also expensive, and the resulting bone trabeculae aspect is often insufficiently realistic. For this reason, cadaveric dried human skulls[5-11] or animal hard and soft tissue[12,13] are generally preferred for research and teaching, but they are extremely difficult to obtain. This is because ethical concerns involved in the fabrication and adjustment often needed for human or animal phantoms, such as cutting and grinding, demand considerable expertise and commonly produce irreversible changes that restrict their use in other applications[9-12].

Trabecular bone is highly visible, dominating images of the alveolar structure and adding complexity to human radiographic analysis[3,14]. Nevertheless, most in vitro studies on the reliability of the radiographic method are carried out only on uncovered extracted teeth[15-19], which may increase the differences related to clinical study results[3].

To date, no hard tissue simulation model can be manufactured in a simple and individualized way to mimic human bone for radiological training nor studies. As such, this study aimed to investigate the potential of an alternative phantom to simulate the trabecular appearance of the human maxilla in conventional periapical radiographs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was approved by the local ethics committee, which is in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Custom phantom preparation

In total, 20 human teeth (13 to 18 and 23 to 28), extracted for therapeutic reasons and kept in 0.5% thymol solution, were scaled, polished with water/pumice, and dried with absorbent paper. After, the roots were covered with two layers of paraffin wax (Surgipath Medical Ind., Richmond, IL, United States) and heated to 56 °C in a water bath to simulate the periodontal ligament space on radiographs.

Right and left polyvinyl siloxane silicone negative molds (Elite Double 8, Zhermack, Badia Polesine, Italy) were obtained from the maxilla of a dental training manikin (Buyamag Inc., Carlsbad, CA, United States), which was previously split in half. The teeth were positioned upside down inside the right and left molds (n = 7), and the coronal part of each extracted tooth was inserted into its respective negative locus.
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To make each gypsum-rice phantom piece, regular white rice was ground in a blender operating at medium speed (15000 revolutions per min) for 15 s, and the crushed grains were separated into four different fractions using 0.50-, 1.00-, and 2.00-mm mesh sieves. Smaller fragments were discarded, and the remaining larger fractions were mixed in equal-weight proportions. Thereafter, 40 g of a type V high-strength dental stone (Jade Stone, Whip Mix Co., Fort Collins, CO, United States) was mixed with water (0.19 L/P ratio) and homogenized in a bowl, together with 60 g of the processed hydrated rice. The resulting mixture was then poured into the silicone negative mold, and 24 h later, the set model was removed and kept in a controlled environment (25 °C and 75% relative humidity) until use. The filling process was repeated until seven phantoms were obtained.

The control group was composed of seven dry human skulls that were routinely used for educational training and radiographic research purposes, with at least four teeth in one of the maxillary sides (n = 7). No history or background on the skulls was available.

**Radiographic procedure**

The experimental phantoms were fixed behind a 15-mm-thick vertical acrylic barrier intended to simulate the effect of soft tissues during X-ray exposure[11]. A periapical E film (Insight, Kodak Co., Rochester, NY, United States) was positioned behind each phantom using a specifically designed attaching device (Figure 1).

For the radiographic procedure involving the human skulls, a Rinn-XCP posterior horizontal holder (Dentsply Rinn, Elgin, IL, United States) was applied, and the film packet was placed in the palate next to the premolar and molar teeth. A cotton roll was positioned between the bite block and the occlusal surface of the teeth to keep the acrylic bite block away from the film exposure area. To simulate soft tissue, a 15-mm-thick vertical acrylic barrier was positioned at the front of the skulls[13].

Periapical radiographs of both the experimental and control groups were obtained in the buccolingual direction using the paralleling technique and a long spacer cone. The exposure time was 0.5 s, the focus-object distance was 50 cm, and the object-receptor distance was 2 cm. All radiographic images were obtained with a dental X-ray unit (X-707, Yoshida Dental MFC Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) at 70 kVp and 8 mA.

The exposed films were immersed in developer solution for 3 min at 21 °C and rinsed with water for 10 s before being submerged in the fixer solution for 8 min. The developed films were subsequently washed with running water for 10 min and allowed to dry in a dust-free atmosphere.

**Image evaluation**

Three radiologists with at least five years of experience were asked to judge whether the images of bone trabeculae patterns in the 14 periapical radiographs, mounted in random order, resemble that experienced in daily clinical practice (Figure 2). Such features as intertrabecular distance, trabecular bone coarseness and striae, and mineral bone density were made available to the examiners as evaluation criteria. Then, before each evaluation, volunteers were instructed to disregard the presence of anatomical details, such as the maxillary sinus floor, the maxillary zygomatic process, and the lamina dura. Signs of previous dental interventions, such as root canal fillings, dental restorations, or absent teeth, were also ignored by the examiners.

All radiographic exams were performed with the aid of an ethyl-vinyl-acetate mask positioned over a fluorescent cold light box (Medalight LP-400, Hong Kong, China) in the same light-controlled room. Use of magnifying glasses was not allowed. The assessments were recorded in a proper form, and the viewing time was unlimited. A second evaluation was executed 4 wk after the first assessment. Then, the final assessment of each radiographic image was obtained from two or more similar assessments, as assigned by the examiners.

**Statistical analysis**

Differences between groups were compared using Fisher’s exact test, adjusted to the 5% significance level, whereas inter- and intraobserver agreements were determined by Cohen’s kappa statistic. Further, a statistical evaluation of all tests was performed using the SPSS database software (SPSS v. 18.0 for Windows, Chicago, IL, United States).

**RESULTS**

The number of images in the experimental group (3 of 7) from which examiners concluded that the maxillary trabecular pattern in the periapical radiograph resembled that experienced in daily clinical practice was not significantly different from that from the control group (6 of 7) (P = 0.559). In addition, the agreement between observers (interobserver reliability) was 0.43 (moderate) when experimental group images were analyzed and 0.51 (moderate) when control group radiographs were examined. Further, the stability of the responses from each examiner at different time points (intraobserver reliability) was 0.73 (substantial) for the experimental group images and 0.71 (substantial) for the control group radiographs, and the generated data are summarized in Table 1.

**DISCUSSION**

Detailed knowledge of the appearances of normal radiographic bone and anatomical structures is mandatory for the identification of abnormal appearances, such as those due to infections or systemic diseases[6,14,20-23]. Thus, perceiving
Table 1 Generated data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dry human maxillary bone</th>
<th>Rice maxillary phantom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trabecular pattern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usual</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not usual</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interobserver</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraobserver</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Acrylic device used to standardize the radiographic exposure of the gypsum-rice phantom and to simulate the effect of soft tissues on radiography. Oblique aspect and lateral aspect.

Figure 2 Radiographic image. A: Dry human maxillary bone periapical radiographic image; B: Gypsum-rice maxillary phantom periapical radiographic image.

Bone aspects in radiographs is complex because it requires the simultaneous assessment of diverse features, including the bone trabecular pattern, density, thickness, horizontal alignment, and space between trabeculae[2,10,11].

As well, the absence of significant differences between groups may have occurred because of the subjectivity involved in assessing each of these characteristics. Further, a wide variation in observer performance in the periapical radiological diagnoses has been widely recognized[24,25], and the previous experience of each observer may have influenced the interpretation of early periapical intraoral radiographs, as explained by Patel et al[22].

In this study, the interexaminer agreement for the bone aspect (0.43) was fair, even though the radiographs were viewed in the same light box and with the same radiographic mask, which are considered to improve interobserver agreement[22]. In addition, substantial variations in individuals’ interpretations of radiographic images were common-
place, confirming the results of previous studies[5]. However, this fair reliability may suggest that the radiographic aspects of bone were unclear in the examiners’ minds, possibly because a well-established bone pattern was unavailable to form a mental image. Further, variations in the thicknesses of the maxillary and mandibular trabecular bone[10,11,26] detected in the tested skulls may have accounted for this obscurity.

Moreover, the intentional lack of examiner calibration before the evaluations possibly contributed to this fair reliability. As such, prior clarification of the criteria by presenting human maxillary radiographic images to the examiners, including those from the control group, was expected to reduce the subjectivity of the analysis, as the control group’s radiographic evaluations would seem clearer to the examiners[27]. Another possible reason for the lack of significant differences between groups was likely due to the low number of intact human skulls available for comparison. Thus, most authors have adopted mandibular phantoms for their studies[10,11,13,14,28-31], as its flat anatomical nature facilitates the use of periapical films and positioning during radiographic imaging[2].

We presented an inanimate anthropomorphic phantom that was intended to simulate bone trabeculae in periapical radiographs of the maxilla. The superimposition of anatomical landmarks, such as the maxillary sinus floor and the maxillary zygomatic process, however, could not be reproduced in the radiographic images that were provided by this custom method. Thus, different results could be expected when applying this method to reproduce mandibular phantoms. In addition, in the maxilla, the trabeculae tend to be finer, more widely spaced, and homogenous, as observed in the experimental phantom, whereas in the mandible, the trabeculae tend to be relatively thick, closely packed, and often aligned horizontally[2].

In addition to simulating human anatomical structures, the tested phantoms are lightweight, easy to build, and low cost, and they have a reasonable size, features considered essential for a radiographic phantom[27]. In addition, the gypsum/rice mixture is poured into the mold, adapting to all root surfaces, including those of multi-rooted furcation teeth, thus eliminating alveoli cuts or grindings, as required for the use of dry human or animal mandible or maxilla[7,8,10-12]. In addition, the rice phantoms possess sufficient mechanical strength to withstand research or didactical handling, but due to the porous structure of the rice grains, the phantom can become fragile following careless repeated use.

According to the herein study results, it can be inferred that the narrow beam attenuation and scattering properties facilitated by the thickness of the tested gypsum-rice combination resemble those of human bone. These findings are thus non-definitive, as this is a preliminary report, and the composition of a larger sample whose radiographic appearance is analyzed by a system that produces quantifiable data may generate stronger evidence of the validity of gypsum-rice phantoms to mimic the radiographic appearance of human bone.

CONCLUSION

According to the preliminary results presented, the phantom constructed from dental gypsum and rice has the potential to simulate maxillary trabecular bone on laboratory periapical radiographs.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS

Research background
The process of learning, building, and improving radiographic diagnostic skills is a structured and rigorous undertaking that requires extensive human training. This should involve practicing radiologic technical skills, expanding scientific knowledge about diseases, and exposure to clinical environments.

Research motivation
Trabecular bone is highly visible, dominating images of the alveolar structure and adding complexity to human radiographic analysis. Nevertheless, most in vitro studies on the reliability of the radiographic method are carried out only on uncovered extracted teeth, which may increase the differences related to clinical study results. To date, no hard tissue simulation model can be manufactured in a simple and individualized way to mimic human bone for radiological training nor studies.

Research objectives
To investigate the potential of an alternative phantom to simulate the trabecular appearance of the human maxilla in conventional periapical radiographs.

Research methods
Half-maxillary phantoms built from gypsum-ground rice were exposed to X-rays, and the resulting images (experimental group) were compared to standardized radiographic images produced from dry human maxillary bone (control group) (n = 7). The images were blindly assessed according to strict criteria by three examiners for the usual trabecular aspects of the surrounding bone, and significant differences between groups and in assessment reliability were compared using Fisher’s exact and kappa tests (α = 0.05).
Research results
The differences in the trabecular aspects between groups were not statistically significant. In addition, interobserver agreement among observers was 0.43 and 0.51 for the control and experimental groups, respectively, whereas intraobserver agreement was 0.71 and 0.73, respectively.

Research conclusions
According to the preliminary results presented, the phantom constructed from dental gypsum and rice has the potential to simulate maxillary trabecular bone on laboratory periapical radiographs.

Research perspectives
The perspectives are to improve the technique using rice as well as the creation of techniques using other accessible materials.
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